
In the Crosshairs of RSV, Influenza, and Covid -
We Might Be Facing a ''Tri-Demic''
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Find out about the troubling reports of a

new hybrid virus that combines features

from both RSV and influenza A.

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

December 13, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Rapid Rise Of RSV

Cases Affecting Infants, Adolescents,

And Immunocompromised Catches

Healthcare Providers Off-Guard

Respiratory syncytial virus, commonly

known as RSV, is a respiratory virus

that causes cold-like symptoms – but

the number of cases this year has led

to overflowing emergency and hospital

rooms as healthcare providers warn of

a surge in cases.

But RSV infections can lead to more

severe conditions, especially among

infants under 12 months, such as

bronchiolitis (lung inflammation) or

pneumonia. Immunosuppressed individuals are also at heightened risk. 

Researchers Look For Clues Behind The Jump In RSV Cases

Health researchers are trying to track the scope of these new cases, but unfortunately, RSV

infections are not actively tracked by the CDC, and doctors rarely test for them.

Instead, we have to rely on indirect measurements, such as the number of occupied pediatric

hospital beds (now reaching 75% nationally) or the number of RSV cases in the ICU, which has

leaped up to 50% or more in some regions.

http://www.einpresswire.com
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In 2020 Formaspace built and shipped ESD factory

workbenches within just 18 days to meet the urgent

demand at GM’s subsidiary Ventec, which was

manufacturing critical care ventilators for Covid

patients.

Is the resurgence of RSV related to the

Covid pandemic? Possibly. RSV

numbers were suppressed during the

pandemic due to social distancing and

increased sanitation, especially

handwashing and mask-wearing.

Now that we’ve entered a period of

“Covid fatigue,” quite a few people have

taken up bad habits again, such as

skipping handwashing, which could

contribute to the spread of RSV. Also

contributing to the problem is “Covid

youth” who didn’t become immune to

RSV at an early age and are only now

becoming infected.

GSK And Pfizer Have New RSV Vaccines

Undergoing In Human Trials

After a false start several decades ago (in which an RSV vaccine tragically failed to work after it

was introduced), several drug makers have returned to the fray to develop next-generation RSV
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vaccines that target a spike on the virus that tries to bind

with a receptor in human cells (not unlike a Covid

vaccine.)

However, the RSV spike is tricky.

The RSV spike, known as the F protein, will fold into a new

shape (postF) after it fuses with a human cell, creating a

disguise for the body’s immune system. The trick for

vaccine designers was to create a vaccine that mimics the

pre-infection spike shape (known as preF), which required

adding chemical bonds to the vaccines to hold their shape.

This approach allows the body’s immune system to identify and fight off RSV viruses before they

infect cells and change into their postF disguise.

Both GSK and Pfizer have conducted clinical trials of new RSV vaccines.

The GSK version, designed for adults, is further along and could be approved in the next few

months. The tests indicate it offers 84% efficacy against serious diseases among adults aged

60+.



Pfizer’s initial RSV vaccine offering is designed for infants, but it probably won’t be approved until

next year in time for school season to start in the fall (with an adult version coming later).

In the meantime, there is a limited supply of monoclonal antibodies (Beyfortus) developed by

AstraZeneca and Sanofi that can help those most at risk of becoming infected with RSV.

Could RSV “Merge” With Other Viruses, Such As Influenza, To Create A New Threat?

Public health officials are concerned about the potential of a “tri-demic” as we head into winter,

where cases of RSV, influenza, and Covid-19 peak at the same time.
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